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Loop Road Periodic Lane Closure

Starting January 10 and running through March 7, the Campus Loop Road will experience a periodic lane closure between Building 048 (ROB) and the new user lodging building (Guest House). This closure is due to installation of utilities at the new lodging facility. A trench will be excavated in the area so please be careful walking and driving, and follow any posted traffic signs.

Pope Summer Fellowship Now Available

The second Katherine E. Pope Summer Fellowship is now available. This fellowship remembers Katherine Pope and encourages other undergraduates with an interest in science, especially physics, to pursue their academic interest at SLAC. Applications must be postmarked no later than February 14, 2003. The application form can be found at here can be submitted via the Web or can be downloaded and completed and sent or faxed to SLAC.

New Solar Eclipse Slides Posted

Cherrill Spencer, solar eclipse chaser extraordinaire, has posted slides from the most recent eclipse she attended, on Dec 4. Spencer traveled to the outback of southern Australia for the event. This was her sixth total solar eclipse.

GER Alert

Effective January 1, the SLAC OHP Dosimetry Office will issue personnel dosimeters only to those individuals who have the current appropriate training (GERT or RWT). If you have expired or no training, a dosimeter can be obtained from the security office after renewing, challenging, or taking their appropriate GERT or RWT training.
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